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MAXIMAL POINCARÉ POLYNOMIALS
AND MINIMAL MORSE FUNCTIONS

V. BENCI AND K. A. DE REZENDE

(Communicated by Michael Handel)

Abstract. In this paper we introduce the maximum Poincaré polynomial
P ∗(M) of a compact manifold M , and prove its uniqueness. We show that its
coefficients are topological invariants of the manifolds which, in some cases,
correspond to known ones. We also investigate its realizability via a Morse
function on M .

1. Introduction

The set of Poincaré polynomials of a manifold M , P(M), has the property
that the coefficients of polynomials in this set are topological invariants of M . In
this paper, we prove that there exists a unique maximal Poincaré polynomial, P ∗.
In some sense, we are choosing a polynomial in P(M) which carries the greatest
amount of topological information about M .

We also study the realizability of P ∗ as a Morse function of M , which we refer
to as a minimal Morse function. This brings up interesting questions as to the
continuation and bifurcation of flows on M . Consider the Morse relations for flows
with Morse functions which are associated to a realizable maximal Poincaré polyno-
mial P ∗. The remainder term in this Morse relation represents in some sense extra
critical points or critical sets that can either collapse, bifurcate or cancel among
themselves. We do not know if this is always the case. It is possible that if P ∗

is not realizable, then the remainder terms may be topological invariants. In any
case, these are questions that remain unanswered.

2. Poincaré polynomials

Let M be a differentiable n-manifold. Let χ(M) be the Euler characteristic of
M and F(M) the set of Morse functions on M .

Let S denote the set of polynomials in the variable λ with integer coefficients
ck. Let P (λ), Q(λ) ∈ S where P (λ) =

∑
ck(P )λk and Q(λ) =

∑
ck(Q)λk. Define

the minimum of P and Q to be P ∧ Q =
∑

min{ck(P ), ck(Q)}λk. The operation
∧ gives the usual partial order relation defined as follows: P ≤ Q :↔ P ∧Q = P .
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Define the maximum of P and Q to be P ∨Q =
∑

max{ck(P ), ck(Q)}λk. The
operation ∨ gives the usual partial order relation defined as follows: P ≥ Q :↔
P ∨Q = P .

Note that the operation ∧ (resp. ∨) makes sense for an infinite family of poly-
nomials {Pi}i∈I if the coefficients are bounded from below (resp. bounded from
above). In this case we have

∧
i∈I Pi =

∑
{mini∈Ick(Pi)}λk. Similarly for the ∨

operation.
Denote by mf (λ) the Morse polynomial associated to the Morse function f

with coefficients ck(f). Let B(M) denote the set of Betti polynomials on M , that
is, the subset of S consisting of those polynomials P whose coefficients ck(P )
are the Betti numbers of M , taken with respect to some field coefficient F , i.e.,
ck(P ) = βk(M ;F ). These are also referred to in the literature as Poincaré poly-
nomials. However, throughout this paper we will refer to these polynomials as
Betti polynomials and reserve the term Poincaré polynomials to mean generalized
Poincaré polynomials as defined subsequently.

Definition 2.1. The set of generalized Poincaré polynomials on M is defined by
the following properties:
P ∈ P(M) if and only if

(1) P ≥ 0, i.e., ck(P ) ≥ 0 ∀k;
(2) ∀f ∈ F(M) ∃ Qf ≥ 0 such that mf (λ) = P (λ) + (1 + λ)Qf (λ).

We will refer to these generalized Poincaré polynomials, in short, as Poincaré
polynomials. In dimensions greater than two, P(M) may contain more than one
element. For instance, if n is odd we always have that λn + 1 ∈ P(M). If n is even,
λn + kλ

n
2 + 1 ∈ P(M). In both of the previous cases these need not be P ∗.

Clearly, B(M) 6= ∅, and by Morse theory it follows that any Betti polynomial is
a Poincaré polynomial.

The next theorem will establish properties satisfied by (generalized) Poincaré
polynomials.

Theorem 2.2. (1) P (−1) = χ(M) ∀P ∈ P(M);
(2) ck(f) ≥ ck(P ) ∀f ∈ F(M) and ∀P ∈ P(M) (generalized weak Morse in-

equalities);
(3) ck(f)−ck−1(f)+ . . .±c0(f) ≥ ck(P )−ck−1(P )+ . . .±c0(P ), ∀k, ∀f ∈ F(M)

and ∀P ∈ P(M) (generalized Morse inequalities).

Proof. Clearly if we take a Betti polynomial B ∈ B(M): mf (−1) = B(−1) =
χ(M). On the other hand, given P ∈ P(M), mf(λ) = P (λ) + (1 + λ)Qf (λ), hence
mf (−1) = P (−1), proving (1).

The second statement also follows trivially, since ∀f ∈ F(M) and ∀P ∈ P(M) we
have that mf (λ) = P (λ) + (1 + λ)Qf,P (λ), where Qf,P ≥ 0. Hence ck(f) ≥ ck(P ).

For the third statement, we have that:
n∑
i=0

ci(f)λi =
n∑
i=0

ci(P )λi + (1 + λ)
n−1∑
i=0

ci(Q)λi,

where n is the dimension of M . When this expression is calculated at λ = −1 we
obtain the top Morse inequality (which is actually an equality). If we sum up to
k < n,

∑k
i=0 ci(f)λi =

∑k
i=0 ci(P )λi+ck(Q)λk+

∑k−1
i=0 ci(Q)(λi+λi+1). Therefore,∑k

i=0(−1)ici(f) =
∑k

i=0(−1)ici(P ) + (−1)kck(Q). If k is odd, multiply both sides
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of the above equality by −1, and if k is even the equality remains as it is. In both
cases we obtain

∑k
i=0(−1)ici(f) ≥

∑k
i=0(−1)ici(P ) since ck(Q) ≥ 0.

2.1. Maximal Poincaré polynomials. It is interesting to note that in defining
an element P ∈ P(M) we are in some sense minimizing over all possible polynomials
in S and considering those which have the property that every Morse function on
M has at least ck(P ) critical points of index k.

It is then a natural consideration to attempt to define a maximum polynomial
in this family P(M). The question at this point is the following: does such a
maximum exist and if so how can we define it? There are several natural ways in
which one can define a notion of maximality in this family.

The first way uses the lattice relation, that is, maxP∈P(M)P = P̄ if and only if
P̄ ≥ P for all P ∈ P(M). In this case, it follows that ck(P̄ ) ≥ ck(P ) for each k. We
remark that if this maximum P̄ exists it is unique by definition. Also ∀f ∈ F(M)
the coefficients of the associated Morse polynomial ck(f) satisfy ck(f) ≥ ck(P̄ ). We
refer to P̄ as the maximum Poincaré polynomial.

A second possible way in which a notion of maximality may be defined is to
let b1(M) = maxP∈P(M)P (1) and to consider the subset Σ1(M) = {P ∈ P(M) :
P (1) = b1(M)}. We refer to Σ1 as the set of maximum Poincaré polynomials. In
this way one captures among the Poincaré polynomials those which maximize the
total sum of the coefficients, that is, those P ∈ P(M) such that

∑
ck(P ) = b1(M).

The following proposition will show that if P̄ exists, Σ1(M) is a singleton, i.e.,
Σ1(M) = {P̄}.

Proposition 2.3. If P̄ exists, then Σ1(M) = {P̄}.

Proof. If P̄ exists, then b1(M) =
∑
ck(P̄ ). Also, if P ′ ∈ Σ1 and P ′ 6= P̄ , then

∀k, 0 ≤ ck(P ′) ≤ ck(P̄ ) and for some j, cj(P ′) < cj(P̄ ). Moreover, since P ′ ∈ Σ1,
b1(M) =

∑
ck(P ′). However, since cj(P ′) < cj(P̄ ), we have:∑

ck(P ′) <
∑

ck(P̄ ),

a contradiction.

However, even if P̄ does not exist we will prove that Σ1(M) is a singleton.

Proposition 2.4. Every P ∈ Σ1 satisfies the following properties:
(1) P (−1) = χ(M).
(2) ∀f ∈ F(M), ck(mf ) ≥ ck(P ).
(3) ∀k, ∃f ∈ F(M), ck(Qf ) = 0.

Proof. (1) and (2) follow from Theorem 2.2; let us prove (3). Suppose that (3) is
false; then

∃k, ∀f ∈ F(M), ck(Qf ) > 0.

Then the following polynomial is a Poincaré polynomial:

P1(λ) = P (λ) + (1 + λ)λk.

This follows from the fact that, ∀f ∈ F(M),

mf (λ) = P (λ) + (1 + λ)λk + (1 + λ)(Qf (λ)− λk) = P1(λ) + (1 + λ)Q1(λ),

where Q1(λ) = Qf (λ) − λk. We write Qf (λ) in short for Qf,P (λ) and Q1(λ) in
short for Qf,P1(λ). Since Q1(λ) = Qf (λ) − λk = (

∑
ck(Qf )λk) − λk we conclude
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that cj(Q1) = cj(Qf ) > 0 for j 6= k and ck(Q1) = ck(Qf )− 1 which is also greater
than or equal to zero because of our hypothesis ck(Qf ) > 0. Hence, P1(λ) is a
Poincaré polynomial.

Now, P1(1) = P (1) + 2 = b1(M) + 2 which contradicts the maximality of b1(M).

Theorem 2.5. Σ1(M) is a singleton.

Proof. Let P1 and P2 be two different maximal polynomials, and let k be the
minimum integer such that ck(P1) 6= ck(P2). Without loss of generality we may
suppose that ck(P1) < ck(P2). Now by Proposition 2.3 let f ∈ F(M) be a function
such that

mf (λ) = P1(λ) + (1 + λ)Q1(λ)

with ck(Q1) = 0 where we write Q1(λ) in short for Qf,P1(λ). Also, the following
equation holds for mf (λ):

mf (λ) = P2(λ) + (1 + λ)Q2(λ),

where we write Q2(λ) in short for Qf,P2(λ).
For 0 < m ≤ k the two equations above imply the following relations among the

coefficients of the polynomials involved:{
ck−m(mf ) = ck−m(P2) + ck−m(Q2) + ck−m−1(Q2),
ck−m(mf ) = ck−m(P1) + ck−m(Q1) + ck−m−1(Q1).(1)

Note that (1) is true for m = 0 where ck(Q1) = 0.
We make the following assertion:

ck−s(Q2) = ck−s(Q1) + (−1)sσ,(2)

where σ = ck(P2)−ck(P1)+ck(Q2). We assert that σ > 0 and this follows from our
initial assumption that ck(P1) < ck(P2). Equation (2) can be proved by induction.
For s = 1 write (1) with m = 0. Recall that ck(Q1) = 0, hence (1) can be written
as follows: {

ck(mf ) = ck(P2) + ck(Q2) + ck−1(Q2),
ck(mf ) = ck(P1) + ck−1(Q1).(3)

By (3) equation (2) follows for s = 1. We assume (2) to be true for s and we
will prove it true for s + 1. For this purpose, we rewrite (1) using our induction
hypothesis, i.e., using (2) with s and using the fact that for 1 ≤ s ≤ k, ck−s(P1) =
ck−s(P2). {

ck−s(mf ) = ck−s(P1) + ck−s(Q1) + (−1)sσ + ck−s−1(Q2),
ck−s(mf ) = ck−s(P1) + ck−s(Q1) + ck−s−1(Q1).

By comparing these two equations we have that

ck−s−1(Q2) + (−1)sσ = ck−s−1(Q1)

from which our assertion follows for s + 1 as long as 1 ≤ s ≤ k. At s = k (2)
becomes c−1(Q2) = c−1(Q1) + (−1)kσ. However, this is absurd since c−1(Q2) =
c−1(Q1) = 0.

The only polynomial in Σ1(M) is called the maximum Poincaré polynomial and
we will denote it by P ∗ and its coefficients are βk(P ∗).
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3. Realizability and minimal Morse functions

We will say that a Poincaré polynomial P is realizable if there exists a Morse
function f such that the coefficient ck(f) of the associated Morse polynomial of f
is equal to ck(P ). If the maximal Poincaré polynomial P ∗ is realizable as a Morse
function f on M we refer to f as a minimal Morse function. On the other hand, if
P ∗ is not realizable then there is no minimal Morse functions (in the sense above).
In this case, the remainder terms, i.e., the coefficients ck(Q), will represent the
different yet equivalent choices of pairs of critical points that are necessary to add
to P ∗ to make it realizable.

A theorem of Smale’s implies the following realizability result [Fr].

Theorem 3.1. Let M be simply connected and of dimension > 5. If the non-
negative integers βk(P ∗) satisfy

βk(P ∗)− βk−1(P ∗) + · · · ± β0(P ∗) ≥ βk(M,F )− βk−1(M,F ) + · · · ± β0(M,F )

for every field F , then P ∗ is realizable.

P ∗ is in some sense a common core for all Morse functions on M . Hence it
follows easily that the weak Morse inequalities hold for P ∗.

Proposition 3.2. The weak Morse inequalities hold for P ∗, i.e., βk(P ∗) ≥
βk(M,F ).

Proof. By the definition of P ∗, all Morse functions on M have at least βk(P ∗)
critical points of index k. This implies that there must exist a Morse function f
with ck(f) critical points of index k, such that ck(f) = βk(P ∗). If not, then all
Morse functions would have at least βk(P ∗) + 1 critical points of index k, and this
contradicts the maximality of the Poincaré polynomial P ∗.

In fact we have a stronger result:

Theorem 3.3. The Morse inequalities hold for P ∗.

Proof. We know that given any Morse function f on M the Morse inequalities hold
for f . Also, mf (λ) = P ∗+(1+λ)Qf . This implies that ck(f) = βk(P ∗)+ ck(Qf )+
ck−1(Qf ), for all k. The Morse inequalities for f imply that

ck(Q) + βk(P ∗)− βk−1(P ∗) + . . .± β0(P ∗)

≥ βk(M)− βk−1(M) + . . .± β0(M).

Using (3) in Proposition 2.3, for all k there exists f ∈ F(M) such that ck(f) = 0.
Hence, we conclude that for all k we have

βk(P ∗)− βk−1(P ∗) + . . .± β0(P ∗) ≥ βk(M)− βk−1(M) + . . .± β0(M).

Using Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 the following theorem is immediate.

Theorem 3.4. Let M be a simply connected orientable closed n-manifold with n >
5. Then P ∗ is realizable on M .

In dimensions two and three we have the following realizability theorem.

Theorem 3.5. Let M be an orientable closed manifold of dimension two or three.
Then P ∗ is realizable on M .
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Proof. The case n = 2 is trivial. In the case n = 3, P ∗ is realizable. This follows
from results in [dR] where we use minimal Lyapunov graphs labelled with the
Heegard genus of M and handlebody theory to prove the existence and realizability
of minimal Morse functions on M .

However, for n-manifolds M , n = 4, 5, or for non-simply connected manifolds of
dimension n > 5 we do not know whether or not P ∗ is realizable.

Proposition 3.6. If P ∗ is not realizable on M , then any Morse polynomial P on
M has the property that if βk(P ) 6= 0 and βk(P ∗) = 0 then βk(M) = 0.

Proof. If this were not true we would contradict the weak Morse inequalities for P ∗

stated in Proposition 3.2.

In the case of a two-dimensional manifold, it is easy to see that the maximal
Poincaré polynomial is the Betti polynomial with coefficients in Z2 and it is always
realizable.

In fact we have the following result:

Proposition 3.7. If M is a connected 2-manifold, then P(M) contains a unique
polynomial of degree 2 which is the maximal Poincaré polynomial.

Proof. By the connectedness of M , there are Morse functions f with a unique max-
imum critical point and a unique minimum critical point, hence c2(P ) = c0(P ) = 1.
By Definition 2.1 we get:

mf (λ) = λ2 + c1(P )λ+ 1 + (1 + λ)Q(λ),

where P is in P(M). Taking λ = −1, we obtain

χ(M) = 2− c1(P )

and this formula determines c1(P ) in a unique way.

By the above proposition, the set of Poincaré polynomials of connected 2-dimen-
sional manifolds consists exactly of three polynomials, namely P ∗, P ∗ − (λ + λ2)
and P ∗ − (1 + λ); the first, the maximal one, is a Betti polynomial and is always
realizable, the second is a Betti polynomial if the manifold is not orientable and
the field coefficients are e.g. the reals, and the third never is a Betti polynomial.

The following table shows the maximal Poincaré polynomial of surfaces:

M P ∗

S2 λ2 + 1

T 2 λ2 + 2λ+ 1

T 2#T 2 λ2 + 4λ+ 1

T 2# . . .#T 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

λ2 + 2nλ+ 1

RP 2 λ2 + λ+ 1

RP 2#RP 2 λ2 + 2λ+ 1

RP 2# . . .#RP 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

λ2 + nλ+ 1
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For example, mf (λ) = 5λ2 + 8λ+ 3 is realizable on T 2. In fact,

mf (λ) − P ∗(T 2) = (5λ2 + 8λ+ 3)− (λ2 + 2λ+ 1) = 4λ2 + 6λ+ 2.

Since 4λ2 + 6λ + 2 = (1 + λ)Q(λ) = (1 + λ)(4λ + 2), these coefficients represent
in some sense “extra” singularities that may be cancelled: 4 sources, 2 sinks and 6
saddles.

When representing Morse functions, using the Morse relations with Poincaré
polynomials the remainder terms most often are bifurcating terms, i.e., terms that
represent in some sense extra critical points or critical sets, that can either collapse,
bifurcate or cancel among themselves.

However, if these Morse functions are in some sense minimal and we use Poincaré
polynomials to write the Morse relations, then these remainder terms may in fact
represent topological numerical invariants. Moreover, if the maximal Poincaré poly-
nomial is used to write the Morse relations, then the coefficients of the maximal
Poincaré polynomial, βk(P ∗), are topological invariants of the manifold as we shall
see subsequently.

4. Coefficients of P ∗ as topological invariants

Recall that P ∗ is the maximum Poincaré polynomial and its coefficients are
βk(P ∗). By definition we have that βk(P ∗) ≥ βk(M,F ), where βk(M,F ) are the
Betti numbers of the homology groups of M with coefficients in a field F . The
βk(P ∗) are topological differential invariants of M ; in fact, if βk(P ∗) is the k-th
coefficient of the maximum Poincaré polynomial, it is smaller than or equal to the
number of critical points of Morse index k of any Morse function f on M . Actually,
it could be defined as follows:

βk(P ∗) = min {#k(f) for f ∈ C2(M) and f ∈ F(M)},

where #k(f) is the number of critical points of f of index k.
Thus, if F is a C2 diffeomorphism, this number does not change. In fact, if x

is a critical point of index k of f on M , then F (x) is a critical point of index k
of f(F (·)) on the manifold F (M). Some of these coefficients coincide with known
topological invariants of M . The coefficients of the maximum Poincaré polynomial,
βk(P ∗), are topological invariants of the n-dimensional manifold M .

For example, for n = 2 and M orientable, β1(P ∗) = twice the genus of M . If
n = 2 and M is non-orientable, β1(P ∗) = genus of M .

For higher dimensions we will define the Cornea genus which is a natural gen-
eralization of the definition of genus for the two-dimensional case. We define the
Cornea genus of a smooth compact connected n-manifoldM , C(M), as the maximal
number of mutually disjoint smooth compact connected two-sided codimension one
submanifolds that do not disconnect M . This definition coincides with the classical
definition of genus of a closed orientable two-manifold. In [Co] it is shown that for
manifolds without boundary C(M) = g(π1(M)), where g(π1(M)) is the genus of
the fundamental group of M , π1(M). The genus of a group π, g(π), is the maximal
rank r of a free group Fr such that there exists an epimorphism π → Fr.

With this definition we can interpret the β1(P ∗) coefficient of the maximum
Poincaré polynomial, in many cases, as the genus of the n-dimensional manifold
M .
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In general,

β1(P ∗) ≥ β1(M) ≥ C(M),(4)

the second inequality being a result in [Co].
For example, for n = 2 and M orientable, β1(P ∗) = 2C(M). For a three-

dimensional closed connected orientable manifold M , results in [dR] imply that
β1(P ∗) = H(M), where H(M) is the Heegard genus of M . Moreover, in [Co] it
is shown that C(M) ≤ H(M) and equality holds if and only if π1(M) is free on
H(M) generators.

Results of Smale [Sm] assert that for a closed, smooth n-manifold M which is
(m− 1)-connected, and n ≥ 2m, (n,m) 6= (4, 2), there exists a Morse function with
the following number of critical points: c0 = cn = 1 and ci = 0 for 0 < i < m and
n−m < i < n. It then follows that for this manifold, C(M) = 0. Hence for n > 4,
the existence of such a Morse function on M implies that β1(P ∗) = C(M) = 0. In
fact, because of the existence of this function we can assert that βi(P ∗) = 0 for
0 < i < m and n−m < i < n.

Under the same hypothesis as above, Smale considers the special cases where
the connectivity m coincides with the mid-dimension of M , n = 2m+ 1 or n = 2m,
and proves stronger results. In the case where n = 2m+ 1, M = H ∪H ′, H ∩H ′ =
∂H = ∂H ′ where H,H ′ ∈ H(2m + 1, k,m). The set H(2m + 1, k,m) consists of
handlebodies which are obtained by attaching m-disks, k in number, to a 2m + 1
disk and thickening them. In this case, because of the existence of such a function,
we assert that: βi(P ∗) = 0 for i 6= m,m+ 1 and βm(P ∗) = βm+1(P ∗) = k where k
is the Heegard genus of M . In the case where n = 2m, βi(P ∗) = βi(M).

For simply connected n-manifolds, n ≥ 5, we have no information on the coeffi-
cients of P ∗. The only exception being homotopy spheres which by Smale’s proof
of the generalized Poincaré conjecture are homeomorphic to the sphere and hence
admit a Morse function with one index n and one index 0 critical point. Hence,
βi(P ∗) = 0 for all i 6= 0, n and equals one otherwise. For non-simply connected
n-manifolds we have the lower bound for β1(P ∗) in (4).
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